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Part A is of 25 marks and is compulsory. 

Attempt any Five questions from Part B. 

Part A 

. Which of the OSI layers handles each of the following ? 

(a) Dividing the transmitted bit stream into frames. DDL 

(6) Determining which route through the subnet to use. Ne 

(c) Keeping track of whose tum it is to transmit. 

Which two layers of layers of IsO-osI reference model are absest in the TCP/P 

2 model ? 

P.T.O. 
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ya) What are the advantages of using optical fiber over twistea pair and co-axial 

cable 

) What is full form of VSAT ? 

Ditfferentiate between RING topology and STAR topology. 

Explain any three attributes of Frame tag in HTML. 

yn) Difterentiate between internal and extemal linking with examples. 

2 
yn) Write HTML statement to make an image as marquee 

Ja) Write the command to align the first table to left and second to right. 

(x) Write the HTML statement for the given code 

* 

*** 

Part B 

6 Differentiate between LAN, MAN and WAN. v 

(b) Explain any wo intermet applications.

10 Create an admission form in HTML using the following objects 

Text Box Radia butons, Cheek Koxes. TexArea, Sekéct, Submit brlon and Beset button. 
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DInerentiate between upload and download in terms of internet. 

Explain the yorking of: 

Roours, Hubs and Bridges. 

Aa) Using JavaScript write down a program to find the largest ot thre numbers gven 

6 
user. 

)Describe "for" and "for .... in" commands in Javascript. 

(a) Explain the logical operators with their syntaxes in JavaScript. 

(6) Prepare the following web page layout that contains two textboxes "xtNation to accept 

4 
nationality and "txtAge" to accept age. 

Enter the details 

Enter your nationality :D 

Enter your age 

Send details 

Write the JavaScript code to display the alert message "Eligible for Voting" when both 

the given two validations are true : 

( The age should be numeric and should be> 18 

(i) The nationality should be "Indian" 

The alert message "Not eligible to vote" should be displayed if any of the above 

mentioned validations are false for the click event "Send details'". 

P.T.O. 
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7. (o) Dilferentiste between Cel Spacing and Ccll Padkling with syntax in Table tag 

)Create the given webpage in HTML 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Sat 

January 2017 

otos. 

8(a) Writc the code to crete the following strucíure in HTML 
: 

+y+ 2. 

(b) What is "ovend" in JevaScript ? Explain "biur" and "focus events. 

(c) Write short notes oo the following 

(0Micro Waves 

()Satellites 

.000 
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